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Abstract.Weproposeasinusoidalphasemodulatinglaserdiodeinter-
ferometerthatisinsensitivetovibrationsoftheopticalcomponentsand
fluctuationsintheopticalwavelengthofthelaserdiode.Theseexternal
disturbancescausefluctuationsinthephaseoftheinterferencesignal.
Afterweanalyzethesinusoidalphasemodulationinalaserdiodeinter-
ferometer,wedescribethemethodofthefeedbackcontroloftheinjection
currentofthelaserdiodetoeliminatethephasefluctuationsoftheinter-
ferencesignal.Weconstructtwosinusoidalphasemodulatinginterferom-
etersformovementmeasurementsandsurfaceprofi一emeasurements′
respectively.Theexperimenta一resultsmakeitc一earthattheinterfer0m-
etersworkwellinmechanicallynoisycircumstances.
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1.INTRODUCTION

Heterodyneinterferometry1'2andfringescanninginterferometry'

havebeenwidelyusedtomeasuresurfaceprofileswithhigh

accuracy.Recentlylaserdiodes(LDs)havebeenincorporated

intoheterodyneinterferometers5andfringescanninginterferom-

etersaslightsourcesandphasemodulators.Asanotherinter-

ferometrictechnique,weproposedsinusoidalphasemodulating

(SPM)interferometry,inwhichsurfaceprofilesareobtained
withtheFouriertransformmethodandtheintegrating-bucket

method.・Wealsoreportedthemethodofmovementmea-
surementsinSPMinterferometry.10

InthispaperwedescribeaSPMlaserdiodeinterferometer

thatisinsensitivetovibrationsofopticalcomponentsandflue-

tuationsintheopticalwavelengthoftheLD.Thesinusoidal

phasemodulatedinterferencesignalisgeneratedbymodulating
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in SPIE Proceedings Vol. 1163.
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the injection current of the LD with a sinusoidal wave signal.

The phase modulation in SPM interferometry is very simple

compared with that in heterodyne interferometry and fringe scan-

ning mterferometry. The signal that is a trigonometric function

of the phase difference between the object and reference waves

can be easily obtained from the sinusoidal phase modulated

interference signal. This signal is used as a feedback signal in

controlling the injection current of the LD to reduce the flue-

tuations in the phase of the interference signal caused by the

external disturbances. The special characteristics of the sinu-

soidal phase modulated interference signal allow us to construct

easily an interferometer with the feedback control system to

eliminate the external disturbances.

The sinusoidal phase modulation in a LD interferometer is

analyzed theoretically in Sec. 2, and the principle of the feed-

back control of the injection current is described in Sec. 3. In

Sec. 4 we describe a SPM interferometer for movement mea-

surements in which we obtain a feedback signal from the inter-

ference signal generated with a stationary object. The movement

measurements of a piezoelectric transducer did not suffer from

external disturbances. In Sec. 5 we construct a SPM interferom-

eter for surface profile measurements, measuring surface promes

of diamond-turned aluminum disks. The measurement repeat-

ability is greatly improved by the feedback control of the injec-

tion cu汀ent. The experimental results make it clear that the SPM

interferometers presented here can be used in mechanically noisy

circumstances.

2. SINUSOIDAL PHASE MODULATION IN A LASER

DIODE INTERFEROMETER

Let us consider a Twyman-Green type interferometer, shown in
Fig. 1. The injection current ofa LD consists ofa dc component

/'o and a time-varying component A/c(/) as follows:

/(O - io + A/r(0 (I)
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Fig. 1. Feedback contro一 system in sinusoidal phase modulating laser

diode interferometer.

The dc component determines a central wavelength of the light

¥o, and the A/c produces a small change in the wavelength of
theLD:

AX(O - PA/C(/).　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2)

Then the wavelength of the LD is given by

MO-Xo+A¥(/).

The optical wave emitted from the LD is represented by

A(t) - expy^TTCl志H -- exp[/<j>(0] ,

(3)

o

where c is the velocity of the light. The light renected from an

object is an objective wave, and the light reflected from a mirror

(M) is a reference wave. The optical path lengths of these waves

are denoted by lo and lr, respectively. The objective wave Uo

and reference wave Ur on the photodiode (PD) are repre-

sented by

U。 - exp[/<j)(r - t。)] ,　Ur - exp[/<j)(/一Tr)] ,　　　　(5)

where jo - lolc and rr - lrlc. The time-varying component

of the interference signal produced with the two waves is

given by

S(t) - cos[ヰ(I - To) - ¢('- Tr)】 - COSe(0蝣

Using the approximation

1 1

MO Xo ll一票]
and the de伝nition

∫ k¥(t)dt - AA(/) ,

the argument of Eq. (6) becomes

e-慧[一等【AA(/-To)-AA(r-t,)] ,

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

where/ - lr - lo. Intheconditiont> - to <^ 1, wehavethe

approximation

AA(r-t。)-AA((-t,) Uh(0 ,　　　　(10)
c
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and Eq. (6) becomes

s(t)-cos蝣　慧AMO ,

where α = (2¶/Xo)/.

For sinusoidal phase modulation,

aic(t) - acos(叫t + 6) ,

we obtain the interference signal

S(t) - cos[zcos(叫/ + 6) + α〕 ,

where z - -(2¶/九g)βat.

(ll)

(12)

(13)

3. ELIMINATION OF EXTERNAL DISTURBANCES
WITH FEEDBACK CONTROL

The wavelength of the LD changes by AX7- with temperature.

Optical components in the interferometer vibrate in response to

external mechanical vibrations. This causes the change A/ in the

optical path difference / between the object and reference waves.

These AXj- and A/ cause the fluctuation in the phase of the

interference signal. The爪uctuation is compensated by control-

ling the injection current to produce the change AX/ in the wave-

length of the LD. To consider the changes A¥r, A/, and A¥/ in

Eq. (ll), /andAh are replaced with ∫ + A/and Ah + AhT

+ A入/, respectively. Byヮeglecting the term of(A入+ A入, +
AX/)A/, the interference signal for sinusoidal phase modulation

is written as

5(0 - cos【zcos(a)cr + 6) + α + 8(r)] ,　　　　　　　　(14)

where

8(0 -慧AI一等(A- A入/).　　　(15)

We try to reduce the phase b(t) to zero by controlling the in-

jection current or AX/.

Let us explain how to generate the feedback signal for the

injection current of the LD. The expansion of Eq. (14) is giv-

enby

S(t) - cos【α + 5(r)][io(z) - 2J2(z)cos(20)cr + 20) + ‥.1

- sin[α + 8(/)][2/,(z)cos(叫/ + 9)

- 2/3(z)cos(3<ocf + 30) +...] (16)

where / is the nth order Bessel function. Producing the signal

S(t)cos((oct + 6) and passing this signal through a low-pass

filter, we obtain the feedback signal:

7i(z)sin[α + 5(r)].　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(17)

This feedback signal is available in the region of z - 0.5 -

3.5, where the value of the J¥(z) is not so small. When the

phase α is nearly multiples of T rad, we can stabilize the phase

8(/) at zero with a proportional feedback control using the feed-

back signal given by Eq. (17). The phase α is adjusted with the

dc component of the injection current. The feedback signal is

generated in the feedback signal generator (FBSG) sりown in
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Fig. 2. SPM laser diode interferometer with the feedback control

system for movement measurements.

50　　100 (msec)

Fig. 3. Movement r[t) measured when the feedback control did not

operate.

1. The portion within the dotted lines in Fig. 1 is called

the feedback modulator (FBM). This modulator produces the

injection current of the LD, which is controlled so that the phase
8(0 is reduced to zero.

4. MOVEMENT MEASUREMENTS

4.1. Interferometer

Figure 2 shows a SPM interferometer with the feedback control

system for movement measurements. The light emitted from a

LD is collimated with lens 1 (LI). The light reflected from

mirror 1 (Ml) is a reference wave. The light passed through a

beam splitter (BS) is an object wave. A portion of the object

wave is illuminated onto an object through lens 2 (L2). The

movement of the object is represented by r(t). The reflected

light from the object and the reference light are superimposed

on photodiode 1 (PDl). The optical path difference is l¥, and it

changes by Ali due to mechanical vibrations of the optical com-

ponents. The interference signal detected with PDl is written as

Si(0 - cos【Z|COs(叫/ + 0) + a,o + αi(0 + 5,(0] ,　　(18)

where

81(。 -慧A/,一等(A- A入/) ,　　(19)

ai(0 - (4甘/入oM/), and αio = (2¶l¥o)l¥- On the other hand,

:he rest of the object wave is illuminated onto mirror 2 (M2).

Fhe reflected light and the reference light are de月ected with a

Dnsm, and travel to photodiode 2 (PD2). The optical path dif-

50　　100(msec)

Fig. 4. Phase 52(f) measured when the feedback control did not

operate.

ference is h and its change is represented by A/2. The interfer-

ence signal detected with PD2 is written as

S2(t) - cos【Z2COS(叫t + e) + α20 + 52(/)] ,　　　　　　　(20)

where 82(0 - (2<Tr/¥。)A/2 - (2¶/2/x呂)(A入T + Aれ′) and α2.

- (2tt/Xo)/2- The feedback signal is generated from this inter-

ference signal in the FBM. It is assumed that the phase 82(0 is

reduced to a small value Ao by the feedback control as follows:

82(/)-慧Ah一等(A¥r+ A入/) - A5.　(21)

By substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (19), we get the phase 8i(/):

sl(∫,-慧A/, -宝AM +宝A5.　　　(22)

Since the optical path difference l¥ is longer than the optical

path difference h and the change A/i is not completely equal to

the change A/2 in this interferometer, the phase Ructuation 8i(/)

cannot always be reduced to the amount Ao.

4.2. Experimental results

We measured movements of the piezoelectric transducer vi-

brating sinusoidally with a frequency of 100 Hz. The frequency

of the sinusoidal phase modulation was 1 kHz and the cutoff

frequency of the low-pass filter employed in the FBM was 200

Hz. The movement r(t) and the phase 82(0 were obtained using

the method described in Ref. 10. Figures 3 and 4 show the

movement r(r) and the phase 82(0 measured when the feedback

control did not operate. The measured movement contains the

phase fluctuation 81(r), which is almost equal to the measured

phase 62(0. Figures 5 and 6 show the movement r(/) and the

phase 82(0 measured when the feedback control operated well.

The meチsured phase 62(0 corresponds to the A8 in Eq. (21).
The optical path differences l¥ and h were 20 mm and 15 mm,

respectively. The phase 8i(0 is reduced to be a small value,

and the measured movement can be regarded to be a smusoi-

dal wave.

5. SURFACE PROFILE MEASUREMENTS

5.1. Interferometer

Figure 7 shows a SPM interferometer with feedback control

ヲystem for surface profile measurements. Lens 2 (L2) makes an
image of an object on a linear CCD image sensor. The surface

profile of the object is represented by r(jc). The light reflected

OPTICALENGINEERING / December 1990/Vol. 29 No. 12 / 1513
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50^100..
t(msec)

Fig.5.Movement′it)measuredwhenthefeedbackcontroloper-
ated.

50100..
(msec)

Fig.6.Phase82はmeasuredwhenthefeedbackcontroloperated.

from Ml is a reference wave. The light near the CCD image

sensor is reflected by M2 and reaches to the photodiode. The

optical path difference for a point x on the surface is given by

/ + 2r(r). The interference signal detected with the CCD image

sensor is written as

Sx(t,x) - cos[zcos(o)c・/ + 9) + α　+ O,(jc) + 8(/)] ,　　(23)

where αi(x) - (4ir/入o)r(x), α10 - (2¶/Xo)/, and the phase

8(r) is given by Eq. (15). The interference signal detected with

the PD is written as

S2(t) - cos[zcos(o)c/ + 0) + a20 + 5(0]　　　　　　　　(24)

where the phase α20 is a constant. An object produces the signals

S¥(t) and S2(0, and the distance between the measuring points

with the CCD inlage sensor and a detecting point with the PD

is very short. Therefore, the phase fluctuations in the signals

S¥(t) and 52(0 can be considered to be identical. In other words,

theconditions ofl¥ - h and A/i - A/2 hold in this interferom-

eter for the parameters in Eq. (22). The signal S2O) is fed to

the FBM to generate the feedback signal. This feedback control

system reduces the phase fluctuation 8(f) to A8 in both of the

signals S¥(t) and 52(0-

5.2. Experimental results

We measured surface profiles of diamond-turned aluminum disks.

The surface profile was obtained from the CCD output using the
Fourier transform method described in Kef. 7. First, the feed-

back control was not operating. A surface profile was measured

and the result is shown in Fig. 8(a). The same surface was

measured aRer a few minutes, and the result is shown in Fig. 8(b).

There are slight differences between the two measured surface

promes. The measurement repeatability for Figs. 8(a) ana 8(b)
was between about 3.5 and 7.0 nm. Next, the feedback control

1514 /OPTICALENGINEERING/December 1990/Vo† 29No 12

Sl(t)

Fig. 7. SPM laser diode interferometer with feedback control system
for surface profi一e measurements.

50　100　150岬)

m

50　100　150(um)

(b)

Fig. 8. Two surface profiles measured at an interval of a few minutes

when the feedback contro一 did not operate.

was operating well. The same surface profile was measured at

an interval of a few minutes. The results are shown in Fig. 9.

The two measured surface profiles are almost identical. The

measurement repeatability for Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) was between

about 0.5 and 1.0 nm. Thus, the measurement repeatabillty was

greatly improved by the feedback control to eliminate external

disturbances.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We constructed SPM LD interferometers that were very insen-
sitive to e入Le川ill disturbances such as mechanical vibrations and

fluctuations in temperature. In the movement measurements, the

optical path difference and its fluctuation in one interference
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50　100　150岬)

(b)

Fig. 9. Two surface promes measured at an interval ofa few minutes

〝hen the feedback control operated.

signal are not equal to those in the other interference signal.

Fherefore, the measured movements contain the phase fluctua-

tions that cannot be eliminated by the feedback control. How-

jver, since the remaining phase fluctuations are small, the mea-

mred movements approach the real movements. On the other

land, since the optical path differences and their fluctuations in

he two interference signals are identical for the surface profile

neasurement, the phase fluctuations are almost eliminated and

he measurement repeatability is greatly improved by the feed-

jack control. The experimental results show clearly that the SPM

ID interferometers presented here can be used in mechanically

wisy circumstances.
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